LETTERS TO THE CSA
Apr il 23, 2003
Letter to the Editor:
The W LM copy of the CSA Bulletin 52(1), Jan-Mar 2003, has just arr ived, and
its new cover attracts its re ader almost instantly. First w e ar e gr ateful to read
your acknowledgm ent of the WLM in contributing images Car ol Siragusa scanned
for you. Per haps aesthetic appreciation is personal, but I think the new CSA cover
has transcended its image as a predictable newsletter. M y curiosity on this count
brings me closer to the contents you have put together in this issue.
In addition to the regular featur es expected by your r eadership, I especially
appr eciate your pieces on the anesthesiologist and the arts, the bug doctor and
most of all, Dr. M erlin Lar son’s enlightening narration of the landmark history
of anesthesia A. D. 1903, as it has impacted the development of the spec ialty in
the subsequent centu ry. I know your
readers would enjoy these additional
Editor's Note: It should be noted that
features in a newsletter which primary
the letters published in this section reppurp ose is to inform and communicate.
resent the opinions of the individual authors, and no inference should be made
You have added mor e to this genre of
as to the opinion of the California Society
journalistic literature, first with an
of Anesthesiologists or the Editors. The
innovative cover, and then substantiviews expressed here are not official policy of the CSA, and a letter's publication
ated it with articles for intellectual
does not imply agreement or disagreegratification. We congr atulate you and
ment with the author.
the CSA on assembling such an
outstanding issue for the pleasure of
We are attempting to provide the membership with a forum to express their
your readers. I cannot help recall a
thoughts to other California anesthesiolosimilar complimentar y comm ent on the
gists. We also make every attempt to
unique quality of your newsletter from
publish the letters in their entirety and
just as we receive them. Insofar as posthe late Dr. Rod C alverly, introducing
sible, related or opposing views will be
me to this consistently enjoyable
published. If a letter deserves a reply, its
publication.
publication may be delayed until the
I think Dr. Dor is Cope, Editor of the
Bulletin of Anesthesia History, will
appr eciate a copy of this unique issue,
particularly Dr. Larson’s article.

companion letter is available. Please
remember, we do have deadlines and
space limitations—thus the publication of
your letter may be delayed to the next
issue for these reasons.

Patrick Sim, M. L. S.

Librarian, Wood Library-Museum of Anesthesiology
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